ipCapital Group Presents: Artificial Intelligence Tools for
Intellectual Property @ TLC 2018
Join us for breakfast and AI demos on the morning of May 11, 2018.
Demos will be presented by AI Patents and Legit Patents.
Working agenda and more information below:
AI Tools & Breakfast Agenda
7:30 – 8:30AM: Breakfast
8:30 – 8:35AM: Opening Remarks, John Cronin
8:35 – 9:35AM: AI Patents, Presented by Liat Belinson
9:35 – 9:45AM: Break
9:45 – 10:45AM: Legit Patents, Presented by Matthew Osman & Jacob Rosen
About AI Patents (AIP):
In response to the rise in global patent activity, AIP developed a revolutionary, scientific search engine
incorporating a knowledge base targeted at patents and non-patent scientific documents.
Existing patent search platforms typically fail to identify related patents because inventors often use
different words to describe similar inventions. AIP created advanced capabilities in AI and machinelearning to learn about textual relationship that describe the same scientific concepts and applies this
learning to compare inventions. Instead of comparing documents on the basis of word similarity, AIP's
algorithm compares documents based on their idea similarity.
Additional applications have demonstrated AIP’s search engine’s efficacy in searching “big data” sources
such as company profiles, academic papers, scientific articles, product descriptions and CVs.
Visit http://www.aipatents.com/ to learn more.
About Legit Patents:
Legit is an Artificial Intelligence company that grew out of patent-pending MIT technology. They
are focused on augmenting the invention disclosure and idea capture process using Natural Language
Processing.
Legit's first product uses their technology to efficiently and dynamically extract potential patents from
engineers, researchers, and scientists. Unlike standard invention disclosure forms, Legit uses responsive
and user-friendly software that simulates the initial interview process between patent attorney and
inventor. This dramatically increases the number of quality disclosures and saves valuable attorney hours.
Visit https://legit.ai/ to learn more.
For more information on TLC, please contact Cori Stemmler.
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